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James John Willey 
Mbral Anarchy in Nostromo, The Secret Agent, · - an·a.···u·ri-der Western Eyes 
Abstract 
lY 
The so-called political novels of Joseph Oonrad---Nostromo, The Secret Agent, and Under Western Eyes---are 
political only in the sense that they pertain to society. The theme vhlch Conrad intimates in these novels ia that 
the world of which he speaks is overrun with mo~al anarchists 
who have become such as a result of their exaggerated con-
cern for themselves. In the context of this theme, political 
anarchists or revolutionists become only one group of moral 
anarchists in society. One of the conclusions im;1lied in Nostromo and The Secret Agent is not that there are revolu-
tionaries in the world who threaten the neace o! their 
countries but that there are moral anarchists in hi~h 
government positions and in seemingly ~eaceful homes who 
also threateu the order and tranquility of society. 
In Nostromo, The Secret Agent, and Under Western ETea, Conrad suggests that there is a moral bond that exists ~e-
tween all men and that there are rules whic-: :n·J.3: be !"ollove4 in order to preserve it. William Wallace Bansroft 1!1 r.. .. o:~e:'h Conrad: His Philosophy of Life suggests a number of tenaa 
which facilitate the explanation of this bonj and 4- t"' ~ v .. e ru..1...ftB 
which preserve it. The most significant of these terns a~e 
"Human Solidarity" and "The Moral Law." I have utilized 
these and several others to show that the theme of ~oral 
anarchy is suggested primarily through the actions ~~d 
motivations of many of Conrad's characters. Most of the 
• 
t 
' 
), 
characters fail to adhere to the rules which preserve tha 
.., 
human bond, but Conrad suggests confessing one's of~e~ses 
and submitting to their consequences to ~e-establish o~~-
self in the human community. The result may not be coaplete 
happiness but at least inner peace for the gti1lty. 
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Abstract 
The so-called political novels of Joseph Conrad---Nostromo, The Secret Agent, and Under ~·Testern 
political only in the sense that they pertain to s o .r.:; 1 e t ..,,r • 
"" The theme which Conrad intimates in these novels is that 
the world of which he speaks is overrun with moral anarchists 
who have become such as a result of their exagge ra te'i c 0!1-
cern for themselves. In the context of this theme; political 
anarchists or revolutionists become only one group of moral anarchists in society. One of the conclusions im·~lied in Nostromo and The Secret Agent is not that there are revolu-tionaries in the world who threaten the peace of their 
countries but that there are moral anarchists in high government positions and in seemingly peaceful homes who 
also threaten the order and tranquility of society . 
In Nostromo, The Secret Agent, and Under Western Eves, Conrad suggests that there is a moral bond that exi~~ts be-
tween all men and that there are rules whic~"l :111-1:::-: ·be ~allowed in order to preserve it. William Wallace Bancroft in t..,.o:·~e:~--h Conrad: His Philosophy of Life suggests a nu.111ber of t·erms 
' . 
... 
which facilitate the explanation of this bond 2nd -- r P r·' .LAS '....J .... ..._. ' ,,..... ·~ 
which preserve it. The most significant of these terms are 
"Human Solidarity" and nThe Moral Law." I have utilized 
these and several others to show that the theme ....... 0 l. ... ~oral 
anarchy is suggested primarily through the actions and 
motivations of many of Conrad's characters. Most of the 
characters fail to adhere to the rules which nreserve the 
• 
human bond, but Conrad suggests confessing one's of:enses 
and submitting to their consequences to re-establish one-
self in the human community. The result may not be complete 
happiness but at least inner peace £or the guilty. 
' 
Chapter One 
Social, Not Political Concepts 
The majority of the critics o! Joseph Conrad's 
so-called political novels-Nostromo, The Secret :\gent, and Under Western Eyes--express little doubt that Conrad can be considered a true political writer. The critics who arrive at this conclusion point to the fact that Conrad does not attempt to establish any definite phi-losophy which, if followed, would lead to the establish-ment of a particular type of government such as a monarchy, an aristocracy, or a democracy. Nevertheless, these same critics generally agree that a good number of Conrad's • writings do attempt to convey basic guidelines which may be termed political in a very broad sense, though they might more precisely be called social. These guidelines are revealed in the values espoused by the characters in Nostromo, The Secret Agent, and Under Western Eyes. ~·!oat often, they are implied by a demonstration of the failure of a character's values to assist him in coping with the indifferent world which he faces. 
The expression most commonly used by Conrad's critics in speaking of these positive social values is "human solidarity." The frequency of i.ts use results from the essential role that it plays in his basic view of life and society. Lacking an awareness of and an adhesion to this 
' 
·-
.r 2 .. , 
solidarity, a man will of necessity fail to meet the trials of life and thus be forced to suffer the conse-quences--unhappiness of varying degrees, misery, or death (sometimes by suicide). 
Precisely what Joseph Conrad was attempting to include in this concept of human,solidarity is difficult 
' 
to determine in its full complexity. Such a com1Jlete 
understanding can be achieved by a comprehensive reading of his works as well as through a variety of critical 
analyses and by some profound thinking. A simnle defin1-... tion and explanation, however, may be helpful to the 
neophyte in reading Conrad's novels and also provide a foundation for discussion of his social views. 
Paul Wiley interprets Conrad's solidarity as a 
"human bond" that exists between all men and upon ,,hich 
order in society depends. 1 Sympathy, love, and fai t}1 are the manifestations of one's understanding of and adhesion to the human bond. 2 Avrom Fleishman sees solidarity as 
"human community" which provides the ideas or goals for which we should strive; and this community, he also says, is manif'ested in love. 3 The fullest exnlanation of the ~ concept is provided by William Wallace Bancroft in Josenh Conrad: His Philosophy of Life. Bancroft describes soli-
4 
darity as a kind of divine but non-political society· and sees existing governments or "artificial institutions" as 
"represent f:ingJ codes, morals, customs, or levels of interpretation of Human Solidarity."5 This society makes itself known to individual men in the form of what Bancro!t calls nThe Moral Law."6 The Law is an absolute and 1s with-in every man. Proof of its existence is to be found in 
man's continuous attempts to provide excuses for his ac-tions.7 Furthermore, the principles of the Law operate 
whether they are used well or not.8 The question arises: If the Law is operating in every man, why doesn't every 
man act in accordance with it? Bancroft disting,1ishes 
-~ between the presence of the Law, the individual's awareness of it, and his adherence to it. The presence is always there, the awareness is at least dimly omnipresent, but the false self often gets in the way of a man's living 
according to its principles: "Back oi' all the exa.mules .. 
noted of separation from Human Solidarity is one central theme concerning the cause, namely, the obscuration of the real self by the emphasis one places upon the finite 
self. That emphasis emanates from selfish interest. • • • "9 
Absorption with the self can manifest itself' in many 
ways and prevent man from arriving at the proper "disposi-tion" for following The Moral Law-a heart and will con-
cerned primarily with human solidarity. For Joseph Conrad, to use Banc~oft's labels, these obstacles take the for~s or 11 settled convictions,u "false adhesion of ideas," "secret f'ears," and "conceit and ignorance." 10 
.. 
4 
The first obstacle, "settled convictions," 1s the dec~sion to stick to an idea regardless of new 1nformat1on 
or changing circumstances. The individual interurets ... 
everything in the light of his fixed notion and thereby prevents himself from gaining self-awareness and an under-
standing of The Moral Law. Such, for example, is the nature 
of Nostromo's pride in his reputation insofar as he inter-prets everything that happens to him in the light of its 
effect on his public image. 11 
The second obstacle mentioned, "false adhesion ot 
ideas," consists of a particular idea or goal to which a person mistakenly but stubbornly adheres. If it is de-
stroyed in some way, life no longer has meaning for him. In The Secret Agent, Winnie's adherence to her role as ' Stevie's protector, Ossipon's to the infallibility of 
science, and the Professor's to the idea that he is strong because he carries a bomb illustrate this type of obstacle. 12 
"Secret fears" are fears that one hides from others 
or from oneself. These fears keep the individual from 
seeing himself clearly. In Under Western Eyes, Razumov's 
secret fear of being discovered as Haldin's betrayer inten-
sifies as his life as a secret agent continues, preventing him from seeing how The Moral Law is operating in his 11!e. 1 3 
The fourth obstacle listed by Bancroft is "conceit 
and ignorance." Everyone, he says, has an inn.ate desire 
'• 
for self-esteem, and that desire is at the root of all 
emotional expressions. Even those who say they do not 
5 
care what others think are not free of this desire, since • it is that apparent lack of concern for which they hold 
themselves in esteem. Conceit is an exaggerated for:n or 
this self-esteem. In Under Western Eyes, for example, 1t is Razumov's real concern for his uersonal conce0t of ~ 
-
what he is and wants to be that keeps him from telling 
Haldin to go to someone else for help. Nostromo's extre~e 
concern for esteem also keeps him from seeing true 
values such as the satisfying of a dying woman's desire for a priest. Conceit, in other words, causes ignorance 
of The Moral Law because that Law is within a man a!'ld con-
ceit blinds him to his real self. 14 If a man wishes to 
achieve genuine individuality, as Nostromo does in seeking 
reputation, he will find 1 t only by becoming a .. r,a:-e of '!'he Moral Law within himself and abiding by it. 15 
w 
All four of these obstacles, then, prevent a man from 
" the awarehess or the practice of The Moral Law. Conrad 
sees an avenue of recourse, however, once these mistakes have been made, and that is "confession." This involves facing up to one's problems or mistakes, verbally admitting them to someone, and taking the consequences. The result is that a person may be condemned by those around him, but 
such condemnation will re-baptize him into the human commu-
nity, and he will acquire inner happiness or peace. Razumov'a 
,.- ¥ • ,. -,----,. •• ".J)'- ,. ·.· __ ,_ --~-:·--·. ·-··- ,·--~~,--"- ., __ ._._. ' , ,_ .. ,-,,. ,---. ·- . - •"•' ,-.·.' '·· .· - ,'• • 
6 
confession of his double-dealing to Natalia and the 
16 
revolutionaries is Conrad's best example or this process. 
Human solidarity, we may conclude, is the human com.mu~ 
nity to which we are bound by our humanity itself. The bond that holds us together results in a number of rules 
which preserve the bond. These rules consti -:,,lte The ~·~oral Law. To break one of them is to offend the human 
and the offender must suffer the consequences. ~ knonledge 
of the laws and of the human bond is not 
offense to occur. The offense is in the action t}1a t ·W'forks to destroy human community; therefore, the conseque~ce of punishment for the offense will follow rega:--dless of a person's insufficient awareness o~ the Law. Further~ore, if a man 1s guilty of one of the obstacles to knowledge 
of himself or The Moral Law, he may redeem himseJ_f, that is, increase his closeness to the human community, by con-fessing his guilt and bearing the consequences. In doing 
so, he will obtain true peace and genuine individuality. 
Before attempting to examine Nostromo, The Secret 
Agent, and Under Western Eyes in the light of these con-
cepts, some consideration should be given to the terms 
"revolution" and "anarchy" in the context of human soli-darity. 
As I have mentioned (pages 2-3), artificial 1nst1tut1ons 
or governments represent for Conrad the present development 
·; 
• •• 1' 
- ' 
. ~. 
7 
of man's awareness of human solidarity and The Moral Law. As such, they are subject to change, and hopefully man will arrive at The Truth someday. 0 In spite of this relat1..,.,1ty. there cannot be anarchistic abandonment, for the refutation of these traditions requires a code." 17 One :nust be patient and attempt to change the codes but always have something worthwhile to put in their place. Simply to destro:r is to 
• • 
be concerned only with the self and not the human comrrP-1!'11 ty. Conrad, therefore, sees anarchists and revolutionists as 
seeking human solidarity but as being obstructed by over-
concern for the selr. 18 In his writings we see not so much examples of revolutionists or anarchists as we see illus-trations of men on the way to an awareness of human sol1dar1t7 but obstructed by some form of overconcern for the self. Such overconcern creates a moral anarchy of whtch the 
••:political 11 anarchist and the revolutionist are merely two 
manifestations. Others may be miners, law-enforcement 
agents, doctors, writers, laborers, or simple citizens of the English home. 
The conglomeration of moral anarchists that r·esults 
constitutes a society deficient in humane feelings and 
actions, and thus Conrad may be seen as pessimistic in his view or the human community. Nevertheless, a close 
scrutiny of his characters reveals a hope that gradually people will come to abide by The Moral L.aw and human sol1-dari ty will be achieved. Razumov, for instance, although 
to "western eyes" a mutilated wreck at the end or the 
novel, is actually Conrad's portrayal of a triumph in 
8 
human solidarity. The external aspects of life ·,rill always be unpleasant and miserable, but a man can 
dignity as a human being if he abides by The ~!oral 
which is his key to his true relationship to human soli-darity. 
Moral anarchy, the result of man's failure to live 
according to The Moral Law, is a social condition central 
to the works of Joseph Conrad; revolution and. ~n1.:ch:t in 
the usual political sense are only two examples o! that 
more widespread condition. Nostromo, Tne ·3ecret A.gent, 
and Under Western Eyes are profitably viewed in this 
light; and it is in this perspective that I will examine 
them in the following pages. 
Chapter 2 
Nostromo 
9 
In Nostromo Joseph Conrad presents to his readers 
some of the history of Costaguana, an imaginary state in South America whose political and social life is tied up in a perpetual series of revolutions. The revolutions, however, form the backdrop for the real causes of unrest 
and instability: the lack of a sense of The }!oral Law 
and human solidarity and the inability of the people to live up to the demands of these basic concepts. To illus-trate that this is the case, Conrad tells the story th:-01.1gh 
a series of individual histories, which he relates to one 
another and to the welfare of the society of Costag~-12.!l:1.. F. R. Lea vis sees the theme of the novel as 0 the re la~ tion between moral idealism and material interests" and 
that this public theme "is presented in terms of a • 
.. 
ooserves 
-
of personal histories or, it might be said, private tr1emes, 
each having a specific representative moral significance." 1 Juliet McLauchlan states similarly that 11 Personal :1:icl ;)ubl1c themes are inseparable" in Nostromo; 2 and Neville 'J e .... ·,.., 0 U O e· ... , "~· ,:j puts it in this way: "While we are concerned rtth indi-
viduals and their moral problems, it is in effect a whole 
state which is under consideration."3 Furthermore, most 
critics seem to see Nostromo as an illustration of how the failures of individuals to serve the community rather than themselves cause 11nhappiness and turmoil. Eloise Knapp Hay 
/ 
and Leo Gurko, however, emphasize that the stress comes 
.from the opposite direction, that is, the community or 
society .fails the individuals by creating obstacles to 
the achievement of their ideals. The modern political 
novel, Mrs. Hay remarks, "laments the loss of individual 
10 
self-control and the defeat of Will power by anonymous 
social .forces, whether blind or directed by the ce!.2.cing 
ingenuity o:f 'representative' leaders,"4 adding that 
Nostromo is a good example. 5 Gurka points out that in 
Nostromo society .fails both "as primitive na tion::-,lism and 
as finance imperialism 116 because the people lar::k maturity 
or real human concern, and he also observes that the novel 
7 "demonstrates the bankruptcy of society." Nevertheless, 
both Mrs. Hay and Gurko explain Nostromo in terms of the 
indi Vidual characters and see the nove 1 as a p::.·es en ta t1on 
of' Conrad's Views on the inadequacies of poli tic:~1 :neor1ee 
and institutions. But this approach, I think, fails to 
provide an adequate explanation of the novel as a whole 
and further misses one of Conrad's main no1nts-thut the 
... 
failure of 1ndiV1duals causes the breakdowns in commun1t7. 
to analyze the characters, their attempts to achieve !"'.uman 
A. worthwhile approach to the novel would seem to be 
solidarity through The Moral Law, and their successes and 
.failures in regard to those attempts. 
Charles Gould is the instigator 1n the development 
' i ; 
I 
i 
' 
1 1 
, of the San Tome silver mine during the period of Costa-guanan history with which Conrad deals in Nostromo. Se sets out to turn the "moral disaster" his fat}1er made or the mine into a "moral success. 11 During the reign o! one of the revolutionary governments that followed the de~th of Guzman Bento, the infamous dictator, Charles Gould's 
., 
father was given the perpetual concession of the San Tome mine in return for numerous .forced loans he had made to a rapid succession of Costaguanan governments. Since the mine had been closed for many years and Charles's father knew nothing of mining, the concession was not a just payment of debts. Furthermore, there was a stipulation in the grant that required the holder of the concession to give to the government five years' royalties on the esti-mated production of the mine--immediately. Th1s nlan of .... payment to Charles Gould's father had been worked out a.nd forced upon him by the finance minister, who was seeking revenge for the senior Gould's earlier refusal to grant him some funds. The revenge turned out to be perpetual. Each new government found some excuse for demanding more money. Being preyed upon by the government was not entirely new to the father of Charles Gould, yet he felt crushed by the concession. The injustice of the proceedings disturbed him emotionally and physically until it in fact killed him. 
Charles Gould's analysis of his father's experience is that the latter failed to see that the mine could be 
12 
more than an albatross around his neck. The young Gould's idealistic plan is concerned with the improvement of +' ~ne human community in Costaguana. The silver itself is to 
serve as a means to peace and justice in the state. Very 
nobly he says at the outset: 
What is wanted here is law, good faith, order, security. Any one can declaim about these things, but I pin my faith to material interests. Only let the material interests once get a firm footing, and they are bound to iillpose the conditions on ,rhic11. alone the~y can continue to existo That's how your money-making is justified here in the face of lawlessness and disorder. It is justified because the security which it demands must be shared with an oppressed people. A better justice will come afterwards. That's your ray of hope.ts 
This idea, however, becomes a "settled conviction" for Charles Gould and, instead of bringing him into 
solidarity with humanity, forces him into isolation. 
\ Although the mine was to be the means to a good end, 
eventually anything comes to be justified if it helps to 
secure prosperity and safety. The mine becomes justice 
a itself in his eyes, according to Paul Wiley.~ From the 
outset, he shows leanings in this direction when he is 
willing to use the .financial assistance of Holro:rd, an American imperialist. An imperialist seeks profit by plundering the land. Mrs. Gould remarks that this approach, using Holroyd 1 s help, seems very materialistic; and Charles replies that "it's nothing to me ••• 
• I make use o! 
13 
what I see" (p. 91 ). As he becomes more involved in Costa-guana, we learn that he bribes the people in the government in order to insure the mine's protection. Later, he must become involved in local politics and actually supports a successful revolution. The new government fails, and he employs the help of a supposed outlaw, Hernandez, and finally succeeds in establishing a relatively stable government by helping to form the new state of Sulaco, independent of the rest of Costaguana. The important thing to Charles Gould is that the mine is operating and is secure. It is the only thing he can think about. It no longer is the means to an end but an end in itself. ( Mrs. Gould best describes the place his ideal conception has come to occupy in his life when she calls it "a fixed idea" and observes that a man who possesses such an idea is insane. 
His "insanity" 1s visible in his domestic 11:te. which is a complete failure because of his devotion to the mine. When the Goulds begin their married life, they have a very keen rapport, an understanding of one another. The potential for their development as married persons is great; but be-cause Gould never changes his idea as conditions change and because he judges everything in the light of his 11 .r1xed idea,'' their relationship not only fails to grow but re-gresses. In the end, after their return from a tr1p 2broad, Mrs. Gould hopes that she and her husband can have just th.at 
14 
one night alone in the Casa Gould, but Charles cannot re-
strain himself from spending the night at the mine. M.rs. Gould herself comes to view the mine as a kind of mistress for Charles--one far more difficult for a .rife to combat 
than the usual variety. 
Not only does Gould !ail on the domestic scene, but he also fails to develop his other latent powers for good. Instead of being the personable man he was before he came 
to Costaguana, he is silent and speaks to others onl:r when 
the safety of the mine requires it. He is almost com:-:letely • w divorced from the human community in any personal sense, 
and necessary contacts are cold and businesslike. 
But perhaps all of this personal failure could be ~ 
overlooked if the material interests did bring to Costaguana the justice and peac-e that Charles Gould dreamed. -the:;- 1-to~J.ld. Jackson Heimer believes that Go~ld fails the community because the money or silver is actually sent out o! the 
country and Holroyd and other foreigners prof1t fro~ ~he 
1 Q mine far more than the country and its people. One cannot deny, though, that the material aspect of Su.laco, at least, has changed by the time Captain Mitchell takes his uniden-
tified guest on a tour after the secession. Material pros~ perity and growth are evident. Eloise Knapp Hay notes, 
however, that the result is not real liberty: "As it t~.1rne 
out, the conditions required by the material interests are 
not justice and freedom for the men whom they employ, but 
• 
Ii. 
r 
15 
perfect obedience to economic demands which are more in-human and arbitrary than any human despot of the p2.st." 11 
The lack of humaneness appears to be the most significn.nt failing of the new society. Things are better, but people 
are not. The silver negates personalities, as we see in the "historical" report of Captain Mitchell to the tourist. The material gain is obvious in the tour, but the "'!""le,....~_- on-,!J ....... '--~ 
alities, desires, and sacrifices are not and will soon be 12 totally forgotten. 
The final pages of the novel provide a manifestation 
of Dr. Monygham's answer to Mrs. Gould's questions, "Will there be never any peace? Will there be no rest? 11 (p. 571 ): 
There is no peace and rest in the development o~ material interests. They have their law and their justice. But it is founded on expedi 311cy, a.nd is inhuman; it is without recti tt1de, "'.j•li t11-out the continuity and the force t~~t can be found only in a moral princ -; :ple. Mrs. Gould, the time approaches when all that the Gould Concession stands for shall weigh as heavily upon the people 2.s t11e barbarism, cruelty~ and misrule of a few years back (p. 571 J. 
Mrs. Gould replies, "Is it .that we have worked for, then? 11 (p. 571 ). She and Dr. Monygham, then, realize that Gould's ideal has not been achieved even though Charles himself does not seem to be fully aware of it. 13 The pride of hie 
conviction about the mine and what it might do pre"';1ents him from understanding The Moral Law and his own betrayal 
of himself, his wife, and the human community. But despite 
.. 
16 
his ignorance of his betrayals, the Law still operates and 
14 he receives the punishment of his solitude • 
failure to achieve human solidarity as a result of a settled 
Emilia Gould provides another illustration of the 
conViction. She is guilty o:f betrayal by participation in 
Charles Gould's attempts to secure the safety of the !:line. 
In the beginning, she seems to be as idealistic as :ha~:e3 
about the possibilities of the San Tome mine. As time / 
goes on and she observes what the mine is doing to her 
husband, she realizes that it is not achieving the 
that they thought it would. Her awareness of this .:'a1 l :.:re 
is rather complete at the time that she receives the ~eply 
from Dr. Monygham mentioned above. Later, she re,;eal3 her 
feelings quite clearly: 
A.n immense desolation, the dread 
of her own continued life, descended 
upon the first lady of Sulaco. With 
a prophetic vision she saw hers~lf 
survtvlng alone the degrad2.tion of 
her young ideal of life, of love, of 
work-all alone in the '!'reasure :::o:i.se 
of the Worldo The profou:nd, blind, 
suf:ferlng expression of a p2.inful 
dream settled on her face with its 
closed eyeso In the indistinct 
voice of' an unlucky sleeper, lying 
passive in the toils of' a merciless 
nightmare, she stammered out aimlessly 
the words-
"Mater1al interests" (p. 583). 
Mrs. Gould's awareness, however, brings no change 
in her attitude toward the mine and her husband's assoc1at1on 
17 
with it. Thus, she too suffers 1solat1on from her husband and from the community (in the sense that she has few close personal relationships). Leo Gurke calls this the price of her idealism. 15 It is also in keeping with Bancroft's idea that even those who are allied with 
someone who offends human solidarity must su~fer the 16 consequences. 
The objection might be raised that Mrs. Gould per-forms many acts of kindness f.or the people of St1laco, 
especially Dr. Monygham. Such an objection is irrefutable insofar as Emilia's kind acts demonstrate her continual awareness of the human community and her obligations toward it. On the other hand, the objection is arguable, to a degree, insofar as the acts might be considered 
attempts to redeem herself from the betrayals involved 1n supporting Charles's settled conviction about the mine. ,7 Her kindness, however, is evident before she becomes 
aware of her co-operation in betrayal and continues after it, and such kindness is clear evidence of her under-
standing of human solidarity. Perhaps this understanding and kindness are the reasons why Conrad softens her iso-lation by the company and dedication of Dr. Monygham 
and the respectful attitude of the people of Sulaco toward her. 
Quite unlike Emilia Gould, Martin Decoud, an avowed : skeptic, lacks all faith in human solidarity. Wb.1le he 1a 
18 
in Pa.ris, his skepticism makes him a comic figure, always 
ready with a w1 tty comment about his native {Jostaguar1u, 
whose activities he regards as a kind of comic oper~. 
attraction to Antonia Avellanos draws him back there, 
although he will not admit that this is the real cause. Once returned, he falls in love W'ith Antonia. But if he is a skeptic, true love should be an impossibility for him. And, in fact, Decoud professes to believe that a 
man and a woman cannot even be friends. Hence Neville 
· Newhouse feels that his falling in love with Antonia 
l i it 1 his Character. 18 
revea s an neons s ency n I would 
side, however, with Jackson Heimer, who believes that when Decoud admits his love for Antonia, he is actually con-fessing to the failure of skepticism and is at least 
attem1rting to drop it. 19 Furthermore, action 1s also 
alien to the philosophy of a skeptic, but Decoud's love 
motivates him to increasing involvement in the politics 
/ 
of his country. Eventually, he even identifies himself 
.*'1th Costaguana 20 and can say to Mrs. Gould, "On my word 
of honor, Mrs. Gould, I believe I am a true hijo del pays, 
a true son of the country ••• " (p. 236). 
Decoud makes a serious attempt to redeem himself by initiating the idea of Sulacoan separation, by laying 
out the initial plans for secession, and by aiding ~ostroao 
/ 
in taking the lighter or silver into the dark Gulfo ?lacido to hide it from Sotillo. The latter action is an effort 
!• 
19 
to delay Sotillo until General Barrios can get back from 
the capital to help defend Sulaco. Although all Decoud's 
plans do not fall into place, he does succeed in hiding 
the silver, and this has a bearing on the success of the 
plan for separation. 
Decoud's actions would seem to redeem him and place 
him in close harmony with the human community. Why then 
does he commit suicide? Martin Decoud's skepticism is 
a form of conceit and ignorance, one of the obstacles to 
an awareness of the Law; for even those who say ·the:r do 
not care what others think want to be esteemed just for 
that. 21 Nevertheless, as I indicated above, Decoud changes 
with his love for Antonia, and love is one of the dis?o-
sitions which lead to an awareness of The Moral Law. itov ..... . . 
ever, he apparently does not come to a real awareness of 
this Law and its relationship to human solidari t:r u..i.""ltil just before he commits suicide. It takes the solitude 
of the island to impress on him his need for community, 
for even skepticism depends on a society. Without activity 
he is lost, as the omniscient narrator comments: 
••• Decoud caught himself enter-taining a doubt of his own indi-viduality. It had merged into the world of cloud and water, of natJral forces and forms of natureo In our activity alone do we find the sus-taining illusion of an independent existence as against the whole scheme of things of vrhich 1,;e form a helpless part. Decoud lost all belief in the reality of his action past and to come (p. 556). 
Faith, then, is the element that is missing 1n Decoud, 
"faith in himself and others" (p. 555). Un!ortune.tely 
he does not have enough time to achieve, by a deeper 
awareness of human solidarity, this raith for which the 
gro1md has been plowed by his love for Antonia and his 
political activities in Sulaco. 
Serving as a contrast to Martin Decoud is Dr. 
Monygham. Heimer says, "Whereas Decoud 1 s skepticism 
causes his betrayal, Monygham's skepticism results from 
his betrayal; Decoud' s issues .from vanity, 1-!onygham' s 
from self-contempt •• u22 • • 
20 
Monygham's betrayal occurs prior to the main act1on 
/ 
of the novel. During the revolution headed by Guznan 
Bento, he was tortured by Father Beron until he falsely 
confessed to a plot by a group of his friends to over-
throw Bento. Al though he had withstood more tort lire than 
one would have thought possible before he manufactured 
the confession, he still holds himself totally guilty. 
Paul Kirschner believes that this acceptance of total 
responsibility preserves his integrity until he comes into 
contact with Mrs. Gould and exchanges his ideal disgrace 23 for love and devotion to her. Dr. Monygham suffers 
primarily from a form of conceit and ignorance and partially from a false adhesion or ideas. Considering the condit1~ns 
under which he betrayed his friends, no humane person would 
21 
. 
hold him as guilty as he himself does. He suffers from a 
kind of introvert's pride. Also, his skepticism about men, 
being based on his magnification of his own failure, is 
not a valid conclusion. The result, not only of the 
betrayal but also of these two obstacles he has erected, 
is his disproportionate awareness of The Moral Law and 
his relationship to the human community. 
Love, as we have seen in Decoud, is a disposition 
conducive to the discovery of The Moral Law. The kindness 
and warmth of Mrs. Gould toward Dr. Monygham and other 
people in Costaguana move the doctor to a deep love for 
hero Eventually this love motivates him to act fo~ the 
community and become involved in the saving of the mine. 
He uses his reputation as a betrayer to convince Sotillo 
that he is confessing to him Charles Gould's secret of .. 
/ having sunk the lighter of silver in the Golfo Placido. 
Sotillo believes him enough to begin dragging the gulf 
but keeps him bound on the ship and ready for execution 
in the event that he decides that he is lying. This mad 
search for the silver is exactly what }1onygham wants to 
keep Sotillo occupied and thereby gain the needed time 
for Nostromo's ride to Cayta for General Barrios, who 1s 
essential to the rescue of Sulaco • 
. 
Monygham's motivation for this risk may be a personal 
love for Mrs. Gould, but it is an expression of human sol1-
22 
darity since 1it is such an unselfish act of love, owing 
to the fact that he knows it can never be acknowle:i~ed 
as such. Furthermore, he does have some concern for the people of Costaguana, even though he does not thi:r1::: that the security of the mine will insure their pe~ce and 
happiness. His view at the end of the story of the 
impossibility of peace via material interests is rer1.lly 
not so negative as it might at first appear. As '"r~ 1;... ny ..._ ... J ... ..-..;... indicates, the fact that he says that a government or 
society based on material interests "is '\t,i t:-:o:1t :'e(: ti tude, 
without the continuity and the force that c~n be found 
only in a moral principle'' (p. 571) is an implication that 
a good and peaceful society is one that is based on good 
moral principles: "If there is anything like a ret:re:':. t 
to the resources of private affection, it must be recog-
nized as a movement to raise political consciousness to 
the level of personal awareness, where 'the worth 2nd force 
of the inner life'-Dr. Monygham's moral principles-might yet prove to be effective. 11 24 
By his own unselfish act of love, then, Dr. Monygham has exhibited an awareness of The Moral L9.w, complied 
with it, and made a contribution toward human solidarity. His reward is peace and happiness but with some frl.1s tra tion, for his love for Mrs. Gould can never be made known or ful-filled. Bancroft would explain this as one of the consequences of his earlier act of betrayal and of his skepticism. ~ .... ,..-,,.,....,ne~-• ~ v.__. """ 
,· 
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more, there is no guarantee of perfect happiness 1n the 
redemptive a.ct after betrayal. But there is an inner peace, 
and Dr. Monygham is at last rid of his nightmares about the 
return of Father Beron, his torturer. 
I 
Although the contrast between Nostromo and Dr. Monygham is not as striking as that between Decoud and 2·!on:r.;ham, 
there are some points worth noting. Juliet McLauchlan 
observes that Nostromo seeks reputation throughout the novel 
and achieves it. In the first part of the story he is well known as the generous capataz de cargadores, the lightermen for the mine. After the establishment of Sulaco as a 
separate state, he becomes identified as Captain ?idanza, 
a wealthy businessman and a clever sailor. In snite of his attainment of such reputation, he is corrupt within, 
at least at the end of the novel, since he ~as not been 
true to himself or to the people who respected him as the 
capataz. The result is that he has no peace. On the other hand, Dr. Monygham is not at all concerned with renut~tion 
or appearance until he has redeemed himself by hel!)i11~ to 
save Sulaco and the mine. Unlike Nostromo, he does achieve 
a measure of peace. Also unlike Nostromo, Dr. ~~onyghrun 
continues to 11 ve as 1 t were on the treasure of his lo 1re for Emilia, whereas Nostromo dies indirectly as a res11l t 
of his treasure of silver. 25 
Nostromo's main obstacle to solidarity with humankind is obviously his pride in his reputation. It takes the 
. ' 24 
forms both of conceit and ignorance and of a settled con-viction. Perhaps 1 t would be more accurate to sa:r that his conceit is his settled conviction, for he judges 
everything in terms of that conceit. We see how it keeps him away from obeying The Moral Law when he refuses to take the time to obtain a priest for the dying Teresa because he has to take the lighter of silver out in the gulf-for his reputation. Teresa Viola tries to nnrn him that he Will suffer for this overconcern for reputation; but he ignores her, who according to Bancroft, 
warnings of The Moral Law. 26 
sneaks the .. 
Arter he has taken the silver and Decoud to the island, however, a change comes over him. He comes to believe that he has been betrayed by Gould and those planning the military moves to save Sulaco because they did not consider his reputation when they sent hire on the almost hopeless trip with the lighter of silver. If thev 
.... had really known and cared for him, they would not ha"'le so endangered his reputation. Sensing betrayal, he seem~ to bury the old Nostromo and rise a new man--unfortunately a man even less related to the human community. He still strives for reputation, but now it is as Captain Fiianza, who owns a ship and is rapidly becoming wealthy, supposedly because of his skills as a businessman and a sailor. This reputation serves as a cover, however, for after he learned of the deaths of Decoud and Teresa, he decided to keep for 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
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himself the silver hidden on the Great Isabel. The threat 
'of Teresa, who said he would be poor and starving in the 
end, partially prompted him to this decision. He now 
feels that his new reputation is more secure than his old 
one because it does not depend on the wills and desires 
of the administrators of the mine. However, in his attempt 
to prevent his being betrayed again by the administrators 
or rulers, he has betrayed himself. The secret life that 
he now leads contrasts with the public and honest, 1f 
proud, life that he lived as Nostromo, the capataz de 
cargadores. As the capataz, he really was generous and 
incorruptible. His pride was more closely akin to self-
respect. Slowly, however, the silver on the island in-
creasingly isolates him from society and in the end leads 
him to his death. Georgie Viola shoots him while he is 
carrying away some silver in the dark of the nig11t, mis-
taking him for a secret suitor of his daughter 3iselle 
(which he really was--another deception). 'Whereas Jecoud 
suffers from loneliness of a physical sort, Nostromo is 
the victim of the type of loneliness that most people 
suffer from, that of alienation. Both fates are annro-..... 
priate since Decoud believes he can live without people 
and Nostromo believes he cannot. 
It would appear that Nostromo never becomes aware 
of The Moral Law nor seeks redemption, but Jackson 3eimer 
thinks he does try to confess when he admits his love to 
Giselle and particularly when he tries to tell Em111a Gould where the silver is before he dies: 
This confession almost frees Nostromo from his suffering and from the curse of silver •••• As a result of his confessions, Nostromo is more mature: however, he can never succeed in brea~-ing the spell completely-so l2.c1cing in contrition is he and so minimal is 11i s recogn~tion of his political and social guilt. 7 
26 
However, no truly redemptive act takes place; and certainly Nostromo is punished in the end, not only by isolation but also by death. 28 No genuine relationship 1-ri th human sol1-dari ty is established. 
Leo Gurko states that Joseph Conrad did not think that there was any point in changing institutions, as the characters in Nostromo manage to do, because institutions reflect human nature, and if human nature is not changed, then external alterations are senseless. 29 As .. we nave 
seen, of the major characters in Nostromo, Dr. 11on:rgl1.3.m 1s the only one who makes a real change for the better. Tne society in Sulaco at the end of the novel leaves much to be desired in the way of awareness of and obedience to The Moral Law. The reader may feel that Conrad is rather pessimistic in his final judgment. However, in the Preface to A Personal Record Conrad explains the attitude he felt - ----- ----should be taken toward such unhappy situations as those presented in Nostromo: "The sight of human a.ffairs de-serves admiration and pity •• 
• • Resignation, not mystic, not detached, but resignation open-eyed, conscious and 
., 
informed by love, is the only one of our feelings for 
which it is impossible to become a sham.rr30 
27 
Chapter 3 
The Secret Agent 
28 
When The Secret Agent was first published 1n 1907, Conrad's audience was horror-stricken by the monsters he had created and the equally monstrous attitude he seemed 
to take toward such things as the collection of the bits 
and pieces of Stevie's body by Inspector Heat. It was 
evidently this reaction which prompted him to write in the Author's, Note in 1920 that 
••• "The Secret Agent" is a perfectly genuine piece of work. Even the purely artistic purpose, that of applying an ironic method to a subject of that ~ind, was formulated with deliber2tion ~rrd in · the earnest belief that ironic treatoent alone would enable me to say all I ~elt I would ~fve to say in scorn as well as in pity. 
Jocelyn Baines appears to accept Conrad's statement re-garding his use of the ironic method and explains the 
several types of ironic treatment that Conrad applies 
to the novel. 2 Eloise Knapp Hay concurs .. ,ii ~!1 Sonrad' s position on the use of irony,3 and E. }1. W. Tillyard 
points out that irony enables Conrad to control the dis-tance of the reader from the material and 
becoming too sentimental. 4 
}::eeu him from ... 
The significance of my establishing Conrad's attitude toward his material, or at least the feeling that ti1e 
story itself suggests, is, first, to make clear the fact that Conrad is aiming at a positive goal or effect and 1s 
29 
not simply expressing a revulsion for all of London 
society at the turn of the twentieth century as manJ' or his early readers thought he was. Second, and of much less importance, his humane but objective attitude relates -::::rie Secret Agent to Nostromo, where we found him revealing a 
similar viewpoint. Paul Kirschner finds another connection, however, between the two novels. He believes that the 
underworld anarchy hinted at in one of the closing scenes 
of Nostromo, with the photographer watching over the dying Nostromo and waiting for information about the silver ~nd Dr. Monygham, is revealed more openly in The Secre-t lti2:~nt. In the latter work the reader discovers, moreover, that 
the anarchists (political) are extremely similar in their 
motivations to the "respectable lower middle-class cit-izenstt and that they are often supported by the very people they are attempting to destroy. 5 
This brings us to the chief connecting link between Nostromo and The Secret Agent, namely, the real ~a~se of political and social anarchy-moral anarchy. 6 O:i::e again, but more sharply and devastatingly, Josenh Conrad 
to show his audience what happens to society whe21 
solidarity is not at the center of men's lives. 
' /"'\ , , "Tl 'l .,..,, 
.. Ji..~·,.. ......... 
In fact, 
the novel apparently shows how he felt about the London 
or his day, although it also has a universal applicqtion 
to any city at any time. By presenting the negative side, he hopes to make the reader see and feel the need !or 
.·. 
solidarity.7 Avrom Fleishman states the idea succinctly: 
"This perspective Lthe imaginative perspective of the 
novelJ is a vision of the modern world in a state of 
fragmentation-as if by explosion. It is an ironic "'11s1on 
because Conrad's fundamental social value was the organic 
community, while the present status of men is that of 
isolation from each other, alienation from the social 
whole, and, in consequence, loneliness and self-destruc-
tion.118 
Here again, Joseph Conrad, presents his theme through 
individual portraits of characters whose paths cross ~,ri th-
out their being aware of it. The isolation is so complete 
in The Secret Agent. that the problem is not one of 
separating elements of the novel for explanation but or 
finding a unifying element. Jocelyn Baines feels that 1t 
possesses a unifying mood of irony but lac!,<:s the "unif:ti!1g 
theme" so typical of Conrad's novels. 9 But I feel that 
Fleishman's explanation refutes Baines and demonstrates 
that The Secret Agent urges solidarity. 
Mr. Verloc is the first character presented 1n the 
story for our scrutiny, and his chief traits become the 
dominant qualities of the majority o~ the characters. 
Verloc~-'s appearance is not merely that of a fat man but 
also, as Privy Councillor Wurmt says, that of a " 1,e:'y 
corpulent" man (p. 28); later Vladimir affirms these 
descriptions wilth the comment, "He's fat-the an1mal 0 
}1 
( p. 29). ,• The narrator himself also describes him 1n 
animal terms when he says, "Undemonstrative and burly in 
a fat-pig~ style, Mr. ,ferloc. • • proceeded on his way 11 (p. 24). Such a physical condition is the result, we 
find, of a purely lazy manner of living. Mr. Verloc, 
like the professed revolutionaries, according to Con~ad, 
is "overcome by his dislike of all kinds of recognized 
labouI'-a temperamental defect which he shared ·,ri th a 
large proportion of revolutionary reformers of a given 
social state •••• The majority of revolutionists are 
the enemies of discipline and fatigue mostly 11 (p. 55). 
His laziness is reflected in almost everything :1.e does: 
the way he walks, the way he sits in his shop, even the 
way he makes love to his wife, Winnie. Yet, his physical 
appearance and manner of living are not so repulsive in 
themselves as in what they indicate. As Jocelyi1 Bnines 
states, ''His appearance and habits are a counterp2!.rt to 
his moral indolence." 10 It is the moral corruption which is at the root of this apparently harmless man; and, 
strangely enough, it is his "blind egoism" 11 that makes 
him so corrupt. One might wonder what such a man could 
feel egoistic about, but Mr. Verloc is convinced of his 
great value to society. He is shocked when Mr. Vladi~ir 
accuses him of doing nothing worthy of note during ~is 
career as a secret agent. He knows that he has warned 
the Embassy of eleven or twelve possible outbreaks of 
violence. Mr. Vladimir, however, is thinking in terms 
;. 
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of action or provocations; and of these, the essentially 
lazy Verloc is incapable. His egoism also stems from his 
belief that he has the police on his side and that he also 
informs on his "anarchist .friends" in order to kee-::, societv 
- -
safe. As he walks to the Embassy in the early pages of the 
book, Verloc contemplates the wealthy people in the park 
With approval-"All these people had to be 
(p. 24)-and he .feels secure in the belief that their 
protection is what his life is really devoted to. 
Verloc's egoism is ~rther revealed in his relation-
ship With Winnie. Up until the moment before she stabs 
him, he is convinced that Winnie loves him for hi~self. 
He never entertains any doubts or begins to perceive that 
perhaps she married him f'or more material reasons-namely, 
to insure the care of Stevie and, to some extent, her 
mother. It is this vain belief' that is the immediate 
cause of Verloc's death. 12 His failure to see Winnie's 
concern for SteVie and her hatred for himself as he tells 
her how he had to use Stevie and how Stevie was killed 
lays him open to the knife With which Winnie stabs him. 
It is, in fact, his attempt at this point to convince 
Winnie that she is lucky he is alive that drives her to 
kill him, especially when he calls her to come to him in 
a wooing manner. Escape from Winnie, and probably .from 
everyone else, would have been easy had he not been so 
vainly and totally unsuspecting. But conceit and 1gno-
i. 
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ranee is one of the most common obstacles to an aware-ness of The Moral Law and of man's relationship to human solidarity. Obviously, Mr. Verloc is guilty, but not in the dynamic manner of a Charles Gould or a Nostromo--rather in a lazy, passive, and apparently harmless way. 
The destructive effect of such conceit and such "harm-lessness11 is the main theme of The Secret .A.Rent. 8erta1nly this idea emerges in the scene I have just described, but it is also revealed in many other actions of the novel. The central incident of the story, the blowing un of SteVie, is a fine example. Verloc, in getting Stevie to carry the bomb, is concerned primarily with the p~eser-vation of his own security. Vladimir has threatened to fire him, and the Embassy is a source of income since it 1pays him for being its secret agent. Yet he cannot bring himself to carry the bomb. Failing to see the role that the idiot Stevie plays in Winnie's life, he decides to use him instead. Although the destruction of Stev,ie is not intended, his death does result from the mission Verloc has given him. Such threats to the innocent and to the u..~-..) knoWing masses is what disturbs Conrad in the world he sees and depicts. Baines reminds us that Verloc's lack or aware-ness of "the enormity of his using Stevie for such a task. 11 and his subsequent lack of guilt or remorse makes clear his morally corrupt state. Because Stevie's obliteration happens so easily,it symbolizes all the greater a threat to mankind. 13 Conrad intensifies this threat by shelling 
the reader how Stev1e's death affects two other relatively 
"innocent" victims, Winnie and Oss1pon. Winnie is so dis-turbed that she murders Verloc, and Ossipon by his later involvement with the hysterical Winnie t 1.1rns to chronic drinking. Yet, neither Winnie nor Ossipon was deliber::itely involved in Verloc's bombing plan. 
Although Stev1e is the structural center of the novel, inasmuch as all the major characters and their significr.nt 
1actions somehow relate to him, Winnie remains the character I of greatest importance since she moves from a nst:ite of Jnnocence'' to an understanding, at least partial, of the . ~ 14 evil in the world. Lois Michel describes this move~ent as a growing awareness of the mistake b ~ i . ti Q or a s u ~ ct --c ~r o 1. t,/ 
sacrificing to material interests the human and moral bond of love." 15 The material interest of providing for Stevie is only the indirect cause of her forsaking The Moral Law; the direct cause is her false adhesion of ideas, the idea 
'' 
·being Stevie's protection. 16 Winnie allows Stevie to er dominate her life, and when she loses him her principle that "life doesn't stand much looking inton (p. 11) is 
shattered, and she has a glimpse of what her real obli-gations were--either to love Verloc for himself or to 
respect the marital union by not marrying him in the first place. Winnie's obsession with Stev1e led her into the marriage with Verloc. She had really loved a young butcher, but she gave him up because she knew he could not or would 
·,· ,--,-.~·,···" .... ,, -.. _~ •. ', -··•~-
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not support SteVie and her mother. In Verloc she found 
an answer to her problem of support, but did not see hi~ 
as a lover. In marrying him, therefore, Winnie offends 
the bond of human solidarity by joining in a legalized 
Prostitution. For the duration of their marriage, she 
separates sex and true passion. 17 At last one alternative 
was open to her be.fore she married Verloc, namely to wait 
for a man who could provide for her family and whom ~he 
could genuinely love. The latter would have been more 
risky but also more ethical. 
On the surface, Winnie's marriage to Verloc may appear 
to be a selfless act of love, but the manner in which it 
happens leads the reader to doubt the nobility of her self-
denial. Jocelyn Baines believes that Winnie has a "ruth-
Virtue, in her sel.f-sacri.fice or whether it was merel:r as 
;less streak" which accounts for her ability to deceive 
Verloc into the belief that she marries him because she 
loves him. I find such an evaluation far-fetched, but I 
am sympathetic to Baines's statement that "one wonders 
whether there was ever an element of choice, therefore ot 
.. , a instinctive as an animal's defence o.f its offsp~ing •• 
Such an analysis of her motivation, 1t seems to me, 1s more 
• • 
in keeping With the overall picture of her that we are ;; 1 ·:en. 
If the analysis is correct, then her "sacrifice" is simply 
an external manifestation of her .false adhesion of ideas. 
That Winnie's concern .for SteVie is not a sincere love 
• 
--· . - - . ·-· 
and has obscured her Vision becomes clear in the murder 
of Verloc and what follows. She does not really Dlan to 
kill Verloc; but seems suddenly moved at the time by an 
internal revulsion, not just for the murderer of Stevie. 
but also for the monstrous lover. She has no need to 
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satisfy him any longer, and her anger and hatred overcome 
her sense of sexual duty to Verloc. But almost imnediately 
after murdering him, she is again overcome by a st~ong 
personal feeling~a horror of the gallows and the 
~ 
men wno 
Will watch her hang. No longer does she think of Stev-1.e's 
death but only of her own. The death of Stevie has destroyed 
another obstacle to human solidarity for Winnie, that is, 
a settled conviction that "life doesn't stand m;ich looking 
into" (p. 11). Up to this time that conviction has enabled 
her to get along and endure the miseries of life, b~t now 
she is forced to realize that life does need to be looked 
into. If she had looked into it, she might neve~ have 
married Verloc; she would have discovered the true nature 
of his actiVities and connections with the anarchists, the 
Embassy, and the police; and, most immediately, she would 
have questioned Verloc's taking Stevie to the country 
(instead of thinking of them as father and son). With the 
death of Stevie, she is forced to see all of this at onoe; 
and the Vision all but destroys her until Ossipon turns up. 
When Winnie encounters Tom Ossipon, she grabs at him 
more from an internal need to be held up in lite than a 
37 
physical need to be held on her feet, since she 1s on her 
way to drown herself by jumping orf the bridge. Tom, o! 
course, is the ·notorious lady's man among the anarchists; 
and it is love that Winnie needs-real, passior..ate lo·ve. 
\ 
If she can find 1 t, it may save her as 1 t did Dr. !·!onygham in Nostromo. Ossipon easily convinces Winnie that he will assist her, being moved by the desire for the money t~at the assumedly blown-up Verloc has left behind. Even so, he finds her sexual advances and talk frightening. When they return to the Verloc parlor, he is repulsed, since it is only then that he realizes that Winnie has murdered Verloc and that Stevie was the one blown to bits in the park. One might say that Ossipon's subsequent actions of putting Winnie on the train and then abandoning her are the result of his own desire to preserve his life and sanity, but this would not account for his keeping all the money that Winnie entrusted to him. There is more than self-preservation involved; there is egomania. Regardless ot his motives, Ossipon fails the human community when he dumps Winnie and leaves her totally hopeless of a.ny salvation. She thereupon bears witness to Avrom Fleishman' s conce;)t that knowledge holds the world and the human community together but its introduction into the mind of a low and ignorant person produces such a disturbance that he 1s led to violence. 19 Winnie had proved this theor:r once by ki 111Dg Verloc wh.en she learned of Stevie's death and what it Ye-vealed to her of' the world; she proves it a second time by 
' ,, 
'·' 
•' 
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committing suicide when Ossipon's desertion forces upon her again the evil in men and the lack of cor1mlmi t:r in the world. There is, furthermore, a striking resemblance between Martin Decoud's isolation on the lighter in the gulf and on the Great Isabel in Nostromo and Winr1ie's isolation on the train on the nisland 11 of Great Britain and on the boat. Both D~coud and }1rs. 1lerloc jump from a boat in their suicidal acts; and both do it, apr)z!_re:-:.tly, from a lack of faith in human solidarity and their O'W"ll ability to cope with its absence from the world. Iron-ically, they are the two characters, I think, who most thirst for real life in the separate novels. 
The relationship of Stevie to the other characters in the novel is well explained by Joseph Wiesenfarth. He points out that the wide variety of moral norms among the characters causes each of them to pass the responsibility 
-on until it lands on Stevie's shoulders. That a fee"ble-minded boy should be forced to carry the responsibilities of adults reflects strikingly on their characters. They try to make him an Atlas and force him to hold up their world, a task of which he is obviously not capable. When he blows apart, so does their world. Wiesenrarth can thus say, nThe moral anarchy of the novel ••• leads directly to Stevie, and he enables the reader to evaluate it. 11 20 
Stevie also appears to be the one real innocent 1n the novel. He is not capable of much thought; but when he 
I 
I 
i 
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. does gain some slight inkling of the horror of a situation, 
of man's failure to observe The Moral Law, he becomes 
no.lent. This is the case when he sees the newspn.~)er story 
about the German soldier and wants to kill him or someone 
with a knife. Avrom Fleishman's concept of the effect o! knowledge on the feeble-minded or ignorant is borne out 21 
again. A.similar example is seen in the instance of the 
eab driver's beating the horse, although Stevie does not 
reach the violent stage this time. 
In addition to being blown apart, Stevie also serves 
to emphasize the moral anarchy in the novel by being the 
only character who really seems to experience compassion. 
Mrs. Hay thinks that Stevie's feeling for the beaten 
horse demonstrates more compassion than any of the anaroh1sta 
·show for the humanity in whose name they are rebelling 
against society. 22 This definitely applies to Ossipon's 
lack of sympathy for Winnie in her distress. Neville 
Newhouse sees Stevie as a symbol of normality, to a degree, insofar as his reactions to horror are concerned. 23 A.lbert ,, Guerard, however, emphasizes what usually happens as a 
result of compassion, namely, violence. He also observes 
that this cause-effect relationship is one of the ideas 
Conrad was trying to convey to his audience: t'that s:rmpath7, 
'which is a form of fear,' may turn easily to rage a..nd 
violence."24 
If there is any possib111 ty of Stevie's becoa1.ng aware 
-- .. •'••-' --... -.,~"- .. ---, - ....... _.,.-~-:·'°""'- . 
of The Moral Law, he is obstructed :f."rom its discovery by 
this sympathy, which, for him at least, 1s a kind of secret 
fear. I would not stress the point too much, though, since 
Stevie's significance in the novel stems from his feeh:::_e-
' mindedness and his inability to perform any significant 
morally responsible act by himself. 
In the background of the novel, but haV1ng·an effect 
on Stevie's actions and therefore on the Greenwich explosion, 
is Stevie's mother. We learn only a few facts a.bout her. 
She is never very well physically, and she never seems to 
accept or be capable of accepting the responsibility for 
Stevie. Probably the most important functions she per-
.forms in the novel are the encouraging of' Stevie to trust 
and respect Mr. Verloc and her going to the charitable 
institution so that Mr. Verloc will not tire of ta}:ing 
care of SteVie. Ironically, both acts are intended to 
insure Stevie's proper ca:re and support but actually make 
it possible for Stevie to be used by Mr. Verloc and sub-
sequently destroyed. Her acts appear to be in keeping With 
• 
The Moral Law; but in a second glimpse we can see 
sne 
shares the guilt With Winnie for using Verloc for their 
own purpose, even if it is the protection of' Stevie. In 
fact, it is just this kind of' apparently thoughtful act 
that Conrad is trying to show violates human solidarity. 
Winnie's and Stevie's mother is also guilty, then, of a 
false adhesion of ideas. 
' \ 
' 
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As I mentioned in chapter one, the political anarchists in his novels reflect only one more aspect of the moral 
anarchy which Conrad sees in society. Although he is more 
".) :::: 
interested in individuals than in groups in society, ... _.,. he cannot seem to refrain from attacking the anarchists en 
masse as well as individually. Even though he said that he was not attempting to write a novel about anarchistic philosophy, 26 he does present his opinion of some of its basic beliefs. As I mentioned earlier (p. 31 ), he regards them as essentially lazy; and this is borne out in his descriptions of all of them. Neville Newhouse also poi~ts out that Conrad's revolutionaries have in common the 
ability to talk a great deal about abstract ideas such AS capitalism, anarchy, and the corruption of the middle 
class. 27 The little group that gathers at the Verloc home illustrates this idea and also shows the reader that talking is all that most anarchists are capable of, action of any consequence being alien to their natures. Joaeuh iiiesen!arth ... further notes that the basic creed expressed by the Pro-fessor when he says that he has no God or Master is also well illustrated in Michaelis, Yundt, and Ossipon. 0 The anarchist," he states, "seeks to be his own moral norm •• . . They LMichaelis, etc .J are such complete anarchi~ -~~-~ that they cannot even agree on how to achieve their political goal of dest~oying organized society. " 28 ( This di -11ers1 ty of norms and the revolutionaries' ability to talk at 
• • 
""[" 
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length are the main subjects of chapters three and !our.) 
Having presented such traits in the anarchists 1n The Secret Agent, Conra'd does not inspire much fear 1n 
the reader that the anarchists will achie,re ·their gon.l of destroying society by means of bombs. The ob J ect of t11e 
novel is rather to inspire a .fear of the moral ?.narcl1y 
which they practice and encourage. Such a snirit can lead .., -to the morally stifling atmosphere which they help to duce in the London described in the novel. It can also lead to the destruction of innocent creatures such as Stevie. 
Finally Leo Gurko 1 s comment on the anarchists might be noted. He observes that they and their feelings are an 
apt representation of the frustration and extremism which 
a city such as London, a city swarming with isolated and 
oppressed souls, produces. 29 Although Conrad presents a fairly strong argument of this sort in Under Western I do not think he does so in The Secret Agent. .,. . ...,.. "' .:1ere :1e portrays the anarchists as the creators of moral 
even though they may be both cause and effect in a real 
society. 
Karl Yundt is the anarchist who receives the least ' 
amouiit of attention from the author, though he serves as 
an illustration of one type of anarchist. Being a nihilist in his beliefs, he thinks it impossible to change society 
and thus concludes that everyone and everything must be destroyed. That there would be no one or nothing to ~hange 
or improve afterwards does not seem to matter. At first 
glance, such anarchists might seem the most :'rigri ... te:1i!lg; 
however, Yundt is portrayed quite the reverse since in 
the end he is incapable of action. He has never even come 
close to throwing a bomb; he is all talk. He is 
of a false adhesion of ideas, and one must wonder if he 
W'ill ever move toward human solidarity. Perhaos there ... 
is some hope revealed in his dependence on the woman who 
looks out for him. His main function, nevertheless, 1s 
to illustrate further Conrad's themes of isolation in 
the city and the egoism of anarchists. 
Michaelis receives more attention in the novel but performs no more effectively than Yundt. As in the case 
of the latter, his ideas and their harmlessne~s 
provoking violence is concerned illustrate once again the 
nature of the "beast." Michaelis is a different type ot 
anarchist, however; he is the idealist. He envisions the 
world as a great hospital in which everyone is 2.t !)eace 
because the strong take care of the weak. He has great 
hope for the masses of society but has an underlying fear 
of ~conomic change, since he is aware that economic changes 
oan alter everything.30 Ironically, he is aware of these 
variations in economics and government so he sees no need 
to get excited about fantastic visions and prophec1as--he 
( 
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merely spends his days and nights writing about them. 
Norman Sherry's article on Conrad's sources for 
Michaelis is interesting and gives some proof that he 
is a nrepresentative anarchist" who is 11made up of a 
patchwork of bits and pieces from Conrad's reading •• 
• • 
The significance of Sherry's study is that the comparison 
With the sources underscores Conrad's changes and thus 
make clearer how he felt about the character. The com-
bination of' prototypes might have resulted in a martyr 
n31 
or saint, but with Conrad's ironic treatment our sympathy 
is kept to a minimum. For example, Michael Davitt, upon 
whom Michaelis is partially based, came out of his solitary 
confinement in prison looking aesthetic and being filled 
With ideas that made him a great lecturer. The bloated 
Michaelis, who is incapable of' real communication and yet 
devotes his time to the writing of a book, is merely 
ridiculous in a pitiful way.32 Sherry points out that 
the mockery Conrad directs at him may be a rejection ot 
his ntoo easy acceptance of' man's goodness. 11 33 
Michaelis, in himself, appears to be as harmless as 
Yundt; however, the use that people make of such a creature 
indicates a moral fluctuation in society. For example, 
when Michaelis f'irst was sentenced to life imprisoilI!lent, 
society rejoiced-with the help of' a sensational press~1n 
the ttjust" punishment o:r an accomplice to an anarchist 
in the murder of' a policeman. That same press later moved 
45 
society to be appalled by his condition and his suffer1ng 
in prison and therefore to insist on his release.34 Du!"ing 
the novel he is used again by the "idle rich," Lady Mabel 
making him her great cause and the object of her 11 social 11 
conscience. Fortunately, both he and his writing are 
innocuous. 
Although Michaelis himself is prevented from an aware-
ness of human solidarity because of his false adhe~ion of 
ideas in his vision, the concern of society for him has had 
some redemptive effect, and his vision of the great hospital 
society reflects human solidarity. Re Performs no con-... 
sequential actions to bring the idea to a reality, however; 
and action is essential for true redemption, as we saw in 
Nostromo. Nevertheless, this failure is consistent With 
Conrad's theme o:f isolation and inaction as corrupting 
.forces in society in The Secret Agento 
The Professor has a more central role in the action 
of the novel than Yundt or Michaelis. Because he provides 
Verloc With the bomb which kills Stevie, he is 
anarchistic threat. He is the true nihilist, the one 'Who 
will act. Yet, he is virtually protected by society, as 
Inspector Heat's attitude toward him indicates. He obtains 
his protection by utilizing the theory that society has no 
defense against a man who would kill himself and others to 
prevent himself :f'rom being arrested. Death is his weapon. 
Such are the quiet and isolated but frighteningly dangerous 
• 
fanatics that the London of The Secret Agent can produce.35 
Joseph Conrad's theory that all revolutions originate 1n 
36 personal desires is exemplified by the Professor. Having 
failed to gain power and recognition through his knowled~:::e 
of science, he has resorted to using death as his inst~ument 
for power. He carries a bomb on him at all times and keens .. his hand on a little ball, one squeeze on which will set 
it off and kill not only himself but everyone 1'fithin 
several hundred yaJ:-ds. This is his way of seeking union 
with his fellow man, according to William Bancroft, even 
though it is the search of a maniac.37 The Professor 1s 
prevented from solidarity by his false adhesion to this 
idea. The bomb does not really give him prestige be~a~se, as 
Osisipon finally tells him, what he wants out of life re-
quires time; since human beings can only live in time, 
universal death would destroy time and its power over man. 38 
Although he never really achieves his goal, Conrad sees 
him as a genuine threat to society: "Nobody looked at 
him. He passed on unsuspected and deadly, like a pest 
Litalics are mineJ in the street full of men" (p. 253). 
Besides his false adhesion, the Professor suffers 
from a secret fear, namely, a fear of people. He not only 
isolates himself from other anarchists but also from man-
kind in general. As he walks along the street at the end " 
of' the novel, we are told that he averts "his eyes from 
the odious multitude of mankind" (p. 252). Ironically 
. i 
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and sadly, he fails to recognize his dependence on that 
mass of humanity, for even his nihilistic attitude would 
lack significance if other human beings were not around 
to be threatened. 39 
Tom Ossipon,as one of the causes of Winnie's suicide, 
plays a significant role in the action of the no~rel. As 
an anarchist, he is ineffectual, much as the others. He 
does write unimportant pamphlets, but his prime concern 
is females With money. "Robust anarchist" is the ·tri..r::; 
.continually applied to him, and this physical characterlst1c 
he obviously uses to advantage. To say that he is guilty 
of conceit and ignorance is understatement. His ~0!1~01 t 
keeps him from ever really looking at himself or the mass 
of humanity that surrounds him. 40 The result is that when 
he becomes aware of Verloc' s murder and the m2..dne s:~ of 
Winnie's desperate attempt to save herself by clingin.g 
to him, he is frightened and runs. Ossinon sees Winnie's .... 
need for him, for love, for human solidarity; and he re-jects that solidarity. In fact, he adds to Winnie's 
plight by leading her to believe he will help her escape 
and by taking her money. His new awareness of !1Q~an sol1-
dari ty and his sense of guilt for the role he has played 
account, theoretically, for his disintegration through 
alcohol after he learns of Winnie 1 s suicide. This sequence 
of events disproves E. M. W. Tillyard's idea that ..._ .. l,nere 
is a mistake in the psychology of Ossipon when he 1s 
.• 
permanently affected by Winnie's suicide a:fter bei.ng 
41 unmoved by all of his previous experiences. 
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Eloise Knapp Hay's evaluation sums up the character 
of Ossipon: "He has come to typify all the main charac-
teristics of the revolutionary and counterrevolutionary 
crowd~their egotistical dependence on women (who in this 
story dramatize the grim .fortitude o:f urban humanity), 
their worship o:f science ••• their insufficiency as 
individuals, and above all their ignorance of politics 
and society."42 
One of the most important ideas that Joseph Conrad 
attempts to convey in The Secret Agent, as I have t~ied 
to make clear, is that no level of society is free of the 
anarchistic spirit, morally speaking. His portra~l of 
the characters in the government and law enforcement 
agencies in London justify this statement. 
Vladimir, a local representative of a :foreign 
government demonstrates what foreign embassies can provoke, 
especially i:f the local government is not alert to their 
activities. In the moral sphere, Vladimir also exemnlifies 
the anarchy in London, being totally unaware of the need 
for human solidarity. Paul Wiley says that his provocation 
o:f' Verloc to bomb the Greenwich Observatory reveals his 
madness,43 and Jocelyn Baines points out that his very 
" "" 
proper manners serve as a cloak f'or an innate savagery. 
Unquestionably, his attempt to destroy the faith of Londoners 
.~·· . -- ... --
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in the safety of their liberal government, which allows 
anarchists to roam the streets unharmed, is destructive ot human solidarity. 45 He hopes to effect through fear a 
violent police reaction which will, in turn, des·troy· the 
faith of the people in their law enforcement agents. His 
act of provocation is probably the most vicious act in the 
novel, since it is performed with such calmness and such 
sharp awareness of' some of the moral implications o! the bombing. He realizes that :rear, panic, ftnd hasty oi1er-
reaction by governments can cause political upheavals, even if the local government does not. In the end he is 
off by the Assistant Commissioner, who surmises his con-
nection with the explosion. 
The role of Sir Ethelred is handled with the greatest 
LL6 delicacy in the application of irony in the novel.· 
Tillyard points out that the irony 
gard to c·lothing and his person. 47 
is used only with re-
Lois l·liche 1, .. no·l'fe .. ver, believes that he, too, is an anarchist under the guise o! 
48 respectability because he has his own moral code. This 
viewpoint coincides with that of Avrom Fleishman ~tiho see3 
the Home Secretary as avoiding community by his ref-.isal to hear details, since knowledge, as opposed to secrecy, is 
one of the factors which contributes to human solid2rity 
among people. 49 I am inclined to agree somewhat 'with 
Fleishman, but I would add that he does give his full 
attention to the Assistant Commissioner while he is spea_king. I also see a degree of conceit and something o! a settled 
.• 
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conViction as preventing him from a real awareness of 
human solidarity. His single-minded concern for tr1e 3111 
for the Nationalization of Fisheries (itself considered 
revolutionary) is a "fixed idea" and stands in the way or 
his becoming deeply involved in the GreenWich affair. Thus, 
he is presented as another form of isolation. 
Inspector Heat and the Assistant Commissioner receive 
more attention from the author than Sir Ethelred and f 1iI1~ t1on 
not only as examples of "respectable" moral anarchy but 
also as contrasts to one another and to other characters 
.., in the novel. Inspector Heat is something of a Don Juste 
Lopez suffering from a settled conviction that there is 
only one way to insure law and order and that is to follow 
traditional police methods. Some of those methods are 
rather secretive, such as employing a secret agent to keep 
tabs on the city's anarchists. Heat uses secrec~r to fight 
secrecy. 50 That he does so and that he allows the ?~ofessor 
to walk the streets do not violate The Moral Law, in his 
mind. Moved by his conceit of his own worth and his meth-
odology, Inspector Heat never really sees community. As 
Lois Michel points out, he has his own moral code, 51 and 
that is determined to a great extent by his own desire to 
maintain his position and reputation. It is this desire 
that causes him to avoid seeking too much information about 
. Verloc in the bombing so that he will not lose his source 
of information. It also accounts for his determination to 
see Michaelis associated with the explosion and put 1n prison to satisty··--the masses. Such motivation may not 
51 
be fully conscious in Inspector Heat, but Conrad is clearly trying to show that insofar as his morality is based on h1s personal ambitions, he is a moral anarchist somewhat like Verloc and the Pro~essor. 
Finally, we come to the Assistant Oomm1ssioner, 'Whom Michel also classifies 
because of his private 
as a ·"respectable u moral anarchist 52 code. He, too, is motivated by :personal interests. When Heat becomes intent \1pon rro 111ng Michaelis guilty, the Assistant Commissioner dismisses him from the case and becomes involved in a secret investi~ation of his own. Two personal motives are involved: his to keep his Wife contented by not letting her friend Mabel be .upset w:tth an arrest of Michaelis, and his desire for adventure, which has been frustrated behind tr~e desk. The difference between him and Heat appears to be Heat's incorrect judgment of Michaelis as the second man involved in the explosion at Greenwich Park and the Assistant Commissioner's slightly more open-minded attitude in approaching the solution of who the mysterious second party is. The secrecy of the latter investigation, however, still threatens the system with.anarchy53 just as Heat 1 s sec~ecy with Verloc does. Yet, the Assistant Commissioner manages to come closer than anyone else to the real truth about the explosion and the motives behind it, 54 even though he fails 
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to penetrate to the moral disorder that existed 1n the 
Verloc domicile. 55 
52 
Despite some' conceit, the Assistant Commissioner is .. 
probably the most clear-~eaded character in the novel. His 
moral code may not be entirely within The Moral Law, but 
1 t is closer to it than the codes of the other charac·ters. 56 
He seems to be aware of his position in life, to judge 
others rather objectively, and to see the danger of using 
secret agents. He does not see that his own secret metl1od 
is similar to the latter, however. 
The lack of human solidarity in The Secret Agent is 
easy to perceive. That absorption with the self is the 
cause or this inhumanity and produces a state of isolation 
and moral anarchy may not be as noticeable at first glance. 
Nevertheless, it is the main theme that Joseph Conrad 
attempts to convey to his readers. In The Secret Agent he 
shows, perhaps more than in any other novel he -wrote, that 
this egoism and anarchy are widespread at all levels of 
society. Hopefully, every reader will look first to him-
self for the causes of political and social problems in 
the world. 
·" 
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Chapter 4 
Under Western Eyes 
In the Author's Note to Under Western Ezes, Joseph Conrad states that his main objective in the story that 
follows is to illustrate the Russian psychology (rather 
than the political state) with the greatest uossible 
-
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objectiVity. He does, in fact, reveal this psychology; 
but as in Nostromo and The Secret Agent, the national. 
or regional social qualities of the main cha~acters play 
a role in revealing a broader social morali·ty-the con-
cept of human solidarity. 
Unlike Nostromo and The Secret Agent, Under Western 
Eyes concentrates on one character almost to the exclt1sion 
of the others. Conrad seems to have moved from a foreign 
republic of Costaguana, home to London, and back to the 
foreign atmosphere, of Russia, using a different e:1:"'r1n.~1s in each setting. In Under Western Eyes he makes a final 
attempt to conVince his readers that the problems of 
society begin with the individual by focusing on the 
motives and actions of Razumov. 
Partially by choice and partially through the 
neglect of others, such as Prince K--, Razumov leads a 
very lonely existence. He is the illegitimate child of 
the Prince, who refuses to recognize him in ·p,ibli·~ and 
seldom in private. His mother is evidently dead and h1s 
.i 
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stepsisters do not know of his existence. There annears . .. to be no one in the world who cares personally about Razlll'!lov. The result is that he must cling to Mother Russia, the land 
and its historical past. This is all he has to keep away loneliness; it is the foundation of his existence and .gi ,,es him purpose. It is for the improvement of that Russi~ that he is working by making himself an outstandinr; :3t 1J.dent • 
....... 
When Haldin threatens that Russia by his bomb-throwing, 
Razumov becomes frightened and infuriated. It would be 
madness, he tells Haldin, for him to help revolutionaries. This logic aids him in believing he is doing the right thing in turning in Haldin. 
He also desires solitude because it enables him to pursue his work steadily and without interruption. Ttfnen Haldin interrupts his isolation, calling him into the active 
service of assisting his fellow man, Razumov becomes ar1.gry·. He does not want to be bothered; he has his own ideas, as h~ later tells Natalia, just as Haldin does. Yet, once Haldin has entered his room, Razumov is deterred from p11r-
suing his goal and is never able to take up that pursuit ' 
again. 
Throughout almost the entire story, Razumov attempts to,regain his former solitude. He makes his first t~v in ... 
• 
his visit to Ziemianitch to obtain escane for ~aldin, as 
requested. When this fails, he questions, in his own mind, 
whether he has any obligation to assist Haldin and thereby 
.. ; 
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surrender his solitude. He sees no bond· between himself 
and Haldin: "All a man can betray is his conscience. And 
how is my conscience engaged here; by what bond of common 
faith, of common conviction, am I obliged to let that 
fanatical idiot drag me down with him? On the contcary-
every obligation of true courage is the other way." 1 This 
line of reasoning convinces him to surrender ~aldin, but 
he struggles 1n the solitude of this decision-he would like 
to share it With someone and be understood. Here he re'.reals 
an app?rently basic and unconscious desire or need for 
community, for other men,that perhaps we all share. The 
narrator relates that 
Razumov longed desperately for a word 
of adVice, for moral support. Who 
knows what true loneliness is--not 
the conventional word, but the naked 
terror? To the lonely themselves it 
wears a mask. The most miserable 
outcast hugs some memory or some 
illusion. Now and then a fatal con-
junction of events may lift the 
Veil for an instanto For an instant 
only. No human being could bear a 
steady View of moral solitude with-
out going mad (p. 32) . 
Razumov receives one of these glimpses in the moment ot 
his decision, and under its burden he contemplates con-
.fessing to Haldin simply to be understood and e:n·:::r:'"',ced by 
him. He takes, however, another alternative and goes to 
Prince K--, his father, on one of the few occ2sions in h1s 
life. This visit leads to a conversation with the ar1stocrat1o 
General T--regarding the presence of Hald1n in RazWI!ov's 
. -~ ™'. ~. . .. , --·-,,-. ,., "-·-· ·' "-~-.-:,;,,,.,-_ .. ·. 
apartment and eventually to the arrangements for the 
surrender of Haldin. 
HaVing per.formed the irretrievable act or betrayal, 
Razumov begins to awaken to the horror of his deed even 
while waiting .for Haldin to be caught. According to 
Bancroft, tragedy results 
••• when man believes that tangibles 
or existences are the real objects for 
his possession alone. Outside of the 
content given, these lose their signi-
ficance even though the hand grasps them~ 
f'or something vanishes when the law of 
that eternal aspect is violated, and the 
possessor is left isolated, and the 
thing grasped, repulsive and unwanted. 2 
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The process o:f becoming aware of the repulsiveness of the 
Philosophy medal to which he had aspired and of the con-
servative Russian government thus commences in Razumov 
and develops slowly and pain.fully throughout the novel. 
He begins to f'eel doubts and senses 11his moral supports 
falling away f'rom him one by one" (p. 63). Ee realizes 
how involved he has become through that one act of betrayal 
and becomes aware of the inescapab1lity of its consequences. 
Visions o.f Haldin begin to haunt him. 
Haldin uronhesied 
- ~ 
that his own soul would continue in some other Russian, 
,but Razumov tries to conv1nce himself that only Haldin's 
phantom continues to exist and all he has to do is walk 
over it. The phantom drives him again into deeper isolation 
ln his room. He cannot go abroad without running into it 
in some form or other. In Razumov's room, Haldin's spirit 
. , 
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is present but powerless. In time, however, even the room is ruled by it and Razumov is driven to action. He will walk over that phantom by assisting General Mikulin and the secret police in an attempt to stop a major effort by I the revolutionaries gathered in Geneva. By working for the aristocracy he believes in and by destroying the plane of the revolutionaries who he believes contain the spirit of that phantom Haldin, he may regain his solitude and thereby some kind of peace. To do this, however, Razumov must practice deceit and live falsely, posing as a revo-lutionary in Geneva. 
While establishing himself with the revolutionaries there, Razumov is int·roduced to Haldin' s siste:-, )Ia t2~11a. He would like to flee her, but he cannot, since flight 
would be a kind of moral suicide, an admission to himselt and others of his guilt. Instead, he decides to steal Natalia from her brother's soul, which he sees embodied in her as Haldin had predicted. This task becomes im-possible, however, for Natalia becomes the first woman with whom he has fallen in love. She leads him, uncon-sciously, into a betrayal of himself. He struggles vainly to free himself of her influence and her brother's. He attempts to wipe out the phantom again by talking to Mrs. Hald1n, his victim's mother, and then flees her, feeling he has left the phantom powerless behind him • In the hall, however, he runs into Natalia, and in be-
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holding her, he finds he can no longer escape. The harmonious beauty of her countenance drives him to betray himself so 
that he may not betray her confidence as he did her brother's. But his self betrayal becomes his redeeming act since Natalia 
embodies the soul of Haldin. She makes him betray himself 
'tback into truth and peace" (p. 302). With tragic irony, 
this confession brings him both peace and sadness. He has been true to Natalia's confidence and affection, but it 
would be almost impossible for her to forget what he has 
told her--na.mely, that he deliberately surrendered her 
brother--and to love him completely thereafter. Ra.zumov 
returns to his apartment feeling "washed cleanu and writes 
his confession of love and horror to her in the last pages 
of his diary. 
What has really happened to Ra.zumov is that his 1ove for Natalia has helped him to see himself for what he is. 3 Thus, in her presence he is forced to confess. Once again love has brought a man closer to The Moral Law and r1t1rnan 
solidarity, but as before the consequence· that follows 
confession remains, for Razumov the loss of Natalia's love. 
His return to truth, which he sees embodied 1n 
Natalia, would not be complete, however, if he did not 
reveal his true position to the revolutionaries. 
Howe can see no reason for this second confession 
Irving 
believes that Razumov owes them nothing. 4 Avrom Fleishman, 
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however, thinks it necessary "for the sake of his class 
affiliation."5 But I feel that by his deception of the 
revolutionaries he has deepened his betrayal of the human 
community and therefore, realizing this, must confess to 
them. 
The result of this second confession 1s similar to that of the one made to Natalia. Razumov is isolated permanently, though this time in a physical sense rather than an emotional one, by having his eardrums punctu~ed by Nikita, one of the henchmen-of the revolutionaries. However, in spite of the isolation he has brought upon himself by these con~essions, he is actually closer to 
Natalia and the revolutionaries in spirit, for, in the last analysis, he has not betrayed the confidence they }1ave 
placed in him~he has not broken the bond of human soli-darity, which does not require a deep personal kno~t'f~=._ ed ~:e 
of the other party. One simply betrays himself if ne does 
not 'acknowledge the human bond, a union which demands 
sincerity in man's relationships with his fellow men. Razumov's peace is that achieved in a 11 Christiann victory. He may be physically paralyzed,but within, Razumov is at peace and is even respected by the revolutionaries. We know they revere him because Sophia Antonovna informs the 
old .professor of languages who narrates the story that the 
revolutionaries stop to see Razumov in Russia, where he 
now lives, because he is intelligent and has good ideas and, 
... 
', ~ ,. 
after all, it took a great deal of courage to reveal his 
6 position following his success in deluding them. 
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Once again Joseph Conrad employs revolutionary activity 
and o:ffici·a1 government counter-activity as backgrotmd for 
the main action of his novel. As in Nostromo and T~e Sec~et Agent, in Under Western Eyes he uses the individuals involved in these two areas of activity to further illust~ate the 
theme of moral anarchy. However, Cbhrad implies that there 
may be some excuse for revolution in a land such as Russia, 
almost uncontrollable by force of its sheer .... vasvness. m• ...ne 
answer that some people have provided to this p~oblem of 
control is despotic rule. In the Author's Note, Conrad 
makes a statement of his opinion of the nature or this government and its effects: 
The most terrifying reflection (I am speaking now for myself) is that all these people are not the product of the exceptional but of the gener:?:.1-of the normality o:f their place, and t,i:ne, and racee The ferocity and imbecility of an autocratic rule rejecting all legality and in fact basing itsel; upon complete moral anarchism pro 1rokes the no less imbecile and atrocious answer of a purely Utopian revolutionism encompassing destruction by the first means to hand, in the strange conviction that a fundamental change of he2.rts must follow the downfall of any given human institutions (p. lxi). 
This lawlessness or moral anarchy of autocracy 1s the very foundation of the main events in Under Western "r', ~yes. The 
assassination of Mr. de P-- by Haldin initiates rtazUI!lov's problem, but the crime would not have been conceived by 
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Haldin if Mr. de P-- had not been a ruthless man and the head of such a group as the Repressive Commission. The execution of Haldin, on the basis of Razumov's word, 1s a further indication of the situation in the country; and the removal of Mikulin from his position, apparently ,oec::..tise of fear that he might expose the secret tactics of t}1e 
· government to the public, contributes furt11er evidence. The Russian government also exhibits cynicism and sus;icion. General T- stands as the embodiment of autocrac:l and is mercilessly suspicious of Razu.mov. Certainly Razumov sees and feels the effect of this suspicion, which 
his informing on Haldin (an act intended to })lease t.he 
aristocracy). One is reminded of the comment of the 
-, 
:rom 
Assistant Commissioner in The Secret Agent to the ~ffe~t that secret agents cannot be trusted and should not be 
used by governments since they are free to create facts to suit their own purposes. One cannot tell on w~ich side they really are. 
The victims of this autocratic government provide further evidence of its nature. The narrator, -,rr_oT. : t~-:in.k we can trust in this instance, believes Haldin is nthe moral victim of autocracy" (p. 292). Such conditions lead !!lento 
~elieve they are morally right in revolution, as Con:"2.,i }1a.s set forth in the Author's Note. Razumov, as mentioned above, is another· type of victim who must live in fear of suspicion. The narrator offers a final .picture of Mrs. Hald1n, seeming 
~-; 
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to hold the head of her dead son 1n her lap, immobile, as 
a portrayal o:f "the ruthless working of political institu-
. tions" (p. 299). Such actions by a government make UI1der-
standable Bancroft's conclusion that Joseph Conrad see 
.revolutionaries as seeking community although "under sel~1sh 
forms. 11 7 
Although I think our conclusions here should be 
reached primarily through Conrad's statements in Under 
Western Eyes, a number o:f critics, among them Avrom ?leishman, 
include in their analyses o:f Conrad's political novels a 
" / 
resume of his ideas of revolution and autocracy as expressed 
in his essay "Autocracy and War," written after the 
tion in 1905. The summary provided by Fleishman demonst:-ates 
clearly, I think, the relationship between the ideas in the 
essay and the motivation and action of Under Wes-':;ern 
There Lin "Autocracy and War "J he : ,;-:; 
forward the following points: ( 2.) ': :3':.rism 
is barbaric, outside the stream of ;L;J;12,:i 
progress, and entirely sterile: (!J: "~::c;re 
can be no evolution out of a gr2-ve," ;;:~e:-e-
:fore revel ution is inevitable : ( ; ) t>:i 
Russian Revolution will cre'.J.te a 2:.ew fom 
of tyranny because of the pol1ti~~l 
immaturity of the people: (d) ~evo:u-
tions can serve as short cuts to Jro-
gress; and (e) prog~ess would consist 
in the creation of states ~ich ;e~uinely 
express the Will of the na tion2.l coJ1DFL'1i ty, 
and this develo~ent would lead ultio~tely 
to the breakdown of national ~i'r,l~ies 
(he even speaks of the elimination of 
frontiers and the unity of Euro;e). 
These are the political premises ~ram 
which Under Western Eyes derives. 0 
-:.; Ve S : 
-
The revolutionaries themselves are the most prominent 
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objects o:r Conrad's study, outside Razumov, 1n the context 
of this aristocratic government. The desperation of these 
people is first seen in the action and character of Haldin. 
The people have been living 1n terror of.Mr. de P~ and are 
unable to do anything Within the system to remove him. 
Haldin assassinates him, the only apparent solution (except 
to a~ait his death). ~ven the placid and peace-loving 
Natalia exhibits desperation in the words which Conr8.d uses 
on his title page, "I would take liberty from any hand as 
a hungry man would snatch a piece of bread •• 
" • • 
even further alt'd creates an obsessed young man. He surfers 
With the description of Haldin, however, Conrad goes 
from conceit and ignorance and a settled conviction. ~is 
conceit reveals itself in his taking upon himself the 
judgment of the government and the methods necessary to 
change it. He seems overwhelmed by his own pe:-son9.l 
feelings and convictions. Pride and an uny-ieldirig con-
viction that revolution is the answer to the nroblem of 
... 
Russia have obscured his mind to The Moral Law and true 
solidarity. These obstructions cause him to misjudge 
Razumov as being interested in the same things that he 1s, 
and the error, in turn, leads him to"' jeopardize :\2.::·J.::io·r 1 s 
11:fe by going to Razumov's apartment for asylum af'ter the 
assassination. There are h:ints that Haldin becomes aware 
be.fore his execution that Razumov betrayed him. But 0iI1~e 
we learn nothing more 0£ Haldin's thoughts 1n the story, 
we cannot say With any degree of certainty whether he 
becomes aware of' Razumov and Razumov's position and con-
sequently of' human solidarity. 
Natalia's love of' liberty may be considered a settled 
conviction, but it does not prevent her from arriving at 
an apprehension of' human solidarity. Her awareness of 
this concept, in f'act, enables her to accept RazuDov's 
confession With a personal but controlled horror. And 
her return to Russia to serve the poor and the oppressed 
expresses a love f'or the whole human community rather than 
a desire to escape Razumov. 
attitude toward revolutionaries when he states: "These 
people are unable to see that all they can effect is merel7 
a change of' names. The oppressors and the oppressed are 
all Russians together; and the world 1s brought once more 
face to face with the truth of the saying that the tiger 
cannot change his stripes nor the leopard his spots" 
(p. lxi). 
In,~the i Author's Note, Joseph Conrad makes clear h1s 
The author's conclusion in Under Western Eyes, there-
fore, is not much different from that of Nostromo or The 
Secret Agent. The goal of' mankind, Conrad believes, should 
be, and innately is, human community. It is what makes 
sense out of' the miserable and indifferent world that 
surrounds us. The problem is overcoming the sol1psistic 
:...-
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obstacles that prevent us from seeing The Moral Law ·,n thin 
ourselves and thereby from being aware of human solid2rity. Unless each man looks within himself for The 1'1oral Law, he cannot begin to work toward community. The final portrait of Razumov gives support once more to this idea. Razumov is brought to look at himself by the force of his love for Natalia and his increasing personal isol~tio~ from his real self. It is then that he sees The ~·~oral Lav 
and realizes his obligation to Natalia and to the revolu-
tionaries. Conrad points out that he does not acceJt the political ideas of this group although he does acceDt their humanity. In confessing his betrayal of Haldin and his deception of the revolutionaries, he obeys ~he ~·~oral LEi.w, 
which respects human solidarity. Unfortunately, we cannot 
always escape the consequences o~ our betrayals, and he 
suffers the loss of his love Natalia and his hearing. The intellectual and "objective" narrator, like a true 1tfesterner, is unable to comprehend the peace that Razumov has achieved. Pure reason is not enough, as Razumov has so painfully learned. 
~" ' 
,• 
Chapter Five 
Conclusion 
Nostromo, The Secret Agent, and Under Western E,res 
66 
are generally regarded as Conrad's three major political 
novels. From the characters and situations they embody, little or no support can be derived for any specific political philosophy or form of government. Seen through the microscope of William Bancroft's concepts of human 
solidarity, The Moral Law, "settled convictions,n "false 
adhesion of ideas," "secret fears," and "conceit and ignor-ance," the novels reveal a prevailing moral anarchy, not 
only in the relatively remote Costaguana and Russia, but 
also in the homeland of Conrad's main contemporary audience, Great Britain. 
The majority of the characters, as we have seen, also illustrate the responsibility of individuals for the ~reat1on of moral anarchy. The idealistic Goulds, the c:mi~rrl ~·~art1n Decouds, the vain Nostromos, the lazy Verlocs, the sin~le-
minded Winnies, the isolated Professors, the desperate Haldins, and the false Razumov' s of the world allo·rr t11eir personal problems, desires, or hatreds to determine what 1s right or wrong. It is With such individuals that an~rchy 
and social disorder begin. In the case of each of 
character, the overemphasis of the sel.f resu.l ts in a fail-
ure to perceive the Moral Law and human solidarity. 
67 
The hope that Conrad holds out to his readers is seen in the characters of Mrs. Gould, Dr. Monygham, and -~ ·.., e \J .... 
redeemed Razumov. The kindness of }{rs. Gould, as .. ,,e have noted, wins for her the love of Dr. Monygham and the reopect of the people of Sulaco. Dr. Monygham's love fo~ Gould, which prompts his actions to save the mine ,, ner and the people of Sulaco, procures for him a personal peace and a reasonably warm place in her heart. Raz1..t:no"".1' s ~on-fessions illustrate how a man can begin to achieve human solidarity and thus initiate the establishment of a moral order based on that solidarity even after he has fallen prey to his personal desires. Razumov's peace, being the concluding mood of Conrad's last political novel, provides a note of hope for the reader that men may at least achieve ~"'-~ personal contentment in an indifferent world. 
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